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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
As human beings, we all learn to speak at least one language. Language is

used for communication. It is made up sounds. Language is a system of arbitrary
conventionalized vocal, written, or gestural symbols that enable members of a
given community to communicate intelligibly with one other.1 Boey stated,
Language is a social phenomenon. It is a means of communication between

individuals. It is also brings them in to relationship with their environment.
Language is therefore socially learned behavior, a skill that is acquired as we
grow up in society.2

In modern era, English language becomes an international language. They
are many importances of English. As we know, English is the one of the
languages (that is) used by most of human in the world. English is also
considered as the first foreign language and taught formally from elementary
school up to the university level. The goal of English learning is preparing
students able to use English communication actively, and they can participate in
the short of academic activity which some of them delivered by English.

1 H. Douglas Brown, Principles of Language Learning and Teaching 4th Edition (Addision
Wesley Longman, Inc: San Fransisco State University,2OOO), 5.

2 Lim Kiat Boey, An Introduction to Linguistic for The Language Teacher (Singapura:
Singapura University Press, 1975), 3.
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In accordance with the purpose of teaching English, speaking is the single
most important aspect of learning a second foreign language, and success in
measured in terms of the ability to carry out conversation in the language.3

Speaking is the most important skills in language learning because speaking
ability is useful for communicating in daily life, the process of learning and
teaching, speaking skill are required especially to express opinions, to tell an
event or story, to describe something and the other utility.

Speaking competence in English subject is taught in junior high school.
Learning English in junior high school targeted that learners can achieve a
functional level to communicate orally and written to solve everyday problems.
But in the reality, there are many students are not able to speak English language
fluently. Commonly they only have capability in grammar, reading and writing.
It can be found in almost all English classes.

Commonly this problem used by conventional teaching techniques which
only use the same way in each section of teaching English. In grammar class,
reading class, writing class, and speaking class the teaching learning process only
run in one way, from teacher to students. The students just listened what the
teacher say and there are no interaction among the teacher and all students in the
classroom.

3 David Nunan, Language Teaching Methodology National Centre of English Language
Teaching and Research ( Sidney: Macquire University,2000),39.
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Clark Aldrich explains that there are three essential elements of
successful educational experiences: simulation elements, game elements, and
pedagogy elements. Simulation elements represent the real world and learner
interactions with it, game elements provide entertaining and engaging elements
to increase student motivation, and pedagogical elements ensure that specific
learning objectives are being met4. Speaking is important for the students to
practice their capability and their understanding, how to send idea, and how to
spell word well; in this case the students  motivation and interest are very needed
to make the process of their understanding more easily.

In other side the students feel ashamed and afraid to speak English, so
they never practice and use target language and they always use mother tongue in
the classroom. In addition the teachers did not use variety of teaching such as
visual aids. The teacher has to motivate the students to learn English in the class,
and create the method of teaching. So the students will feel relaxed, and freely in
using English in the classroom. The teacher must make an effort to understand
the material well to the students.

We must find the suitable technique in order to make the students be able
to speak using English because being able to speak English is not easy for most
foreign language learners. The suitable technique is needed in order to make the
students be motivated in speaking English in the classroom and out of classroom.

4 Clark Aldrich, Learning by doing (New York: Longman, 2005). 32
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There are many techniques to make English learning especially in
learning speaking is fun, interesting, and active. So the children are encouraged
to expose themselves to use English. The techniques which can be used in
speaking learning

One of them is Team Game Tournament as one of technique in teaching
learning activity is an interesting way to learn English. Team Game Tournament
can change the dynamic of class and rejuvenate students and help them to learn
more effective, fun, and enjoyable. From the reason above, the researcher argues
that Team Game Tournament is one of alternative technique used in teaching
speaking. There are some strengths of Team Game Tournament are the students
engage the five senses, the students build a good relationship in study, and the
students are able to competitive in the study. According to the statement above,
researcher conduct research en title TEAM GAME TOURNAMENT
TECHNIQUE IN TEACHING SPEAKING (Quasi-experiment study at eight
grade students MTs. Nurul Mujtahidin Mlarak in academic year 2014/2015).

B. Identification Of The Problems
From the background of the study above, some problems can be

identified as follow:
1 The students feel ashamed and afraid to speak English, so they never

practice. The students use in the target language and the students use mother
tongue in the classroom

2 Students often write than speak in the speaking class.
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3 For the teacher, they did not use variety of teaching such as visual aids. The
teacher has to motivate the students to learn English in the class, and create
the method of teaching

On the identification of the problems above, for developing the speaking
learning process, the researcher tries to offer team game tournament to improve
students  speaking ability in eighth grade of MTs.Nurul Mujtahidin Mlarak in
academic year 2015/2015.

C. The Limitation of the Study
To avoid far ranging discussion, this study focuses on some concern

identified as follow:
1 This study takes the eight grade students of MTs. Nurul Mujtahidin Mlarak.
2 This study to compare on speaking ability between the students who are

taught by team game tournament and those not taught.
3 This study uses T-test as technique of data analysis.

D. Statement of the Problem
Acording to the background of the study, the problem of this study is

formulated as follows: Do the students who are taught by Team Game
Tournament get  better in speaking ability than those who are not taught?

E. Objectives of the Study
Concerning with the problem statement above, this research has an

objective described as follows: To know weather the students who are are taught
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by Team Game Tournament get better in speaking ability than those who are not
taught Team Game Tournament.

F. The Significances of the Study
The result of this study hoped can be useful for:

1. Theoritically
The result of this study is expected to find out strategy of increasing

students  speaking ability through team game tournament.
2. Practically

a. The Teachers
The teachers may use Team Game Tournament in teaching English,

especially in teaching speaking. In order to improve their teaching model.
b. The Students

This research will give alternative solution to overcome the
difficulties in learning speaking and the students will not be bored in their
learning process.

c. The School
This study can be overcome the problem for teaching speaking.

Team game tournament can be considered to be an effective for teaching
speaking.

d. The Reader
This study is expected to give reader a contribution for futher study

to do scientific research concerning with English language, particulary the
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students of English department of tarbiyah faculty state institute of
islamic studies Ponorogo.

G. Organization of the Thesis
In this research the researcher makes the organization of thesis that consists

of five chapters as follow:
Chapter I: introduction includes: Backgroud of the study, identification of

the problem, limitation of the problem, problem statement, objective of the study,
significance of the study and organization of the study.

Chapter II: Review of related literature include: theoritical description of
speaking, team game tornament, teoritical framework and hyphothesis.

Chapter III: Research methodology includes: research design, population
and sample, research instruments, data collection technique and technique of data
analysis.

Chapter IV: finding and discussion includes: location of the study, data
description, data analysis, discussion and interpretation.

Chapter V: Closing includes: Conclusion and suggesstion.


